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Listening to the Language of Wonder 
For High School & College Students 
 
A close-reading exercise that teaches students to see why a particular passage of writing 
might be moving to them. 

1. After reading the Shrub-Steppe Community in Cascadia Field Guide, pgs. 233 - 
253, identify at least three passages of ecology from the being stories that 
touch your sense of wonder (a passage can be anything from a phrase to a 
paragraph). As you quote those passages here, include their page numbers 
and explain briefly what draws you to them. The being stories are the 
passages of ecological writing that come before the poem. In Shrub-Steppe, the 
first being story is about Coyote and begins "The variousness of Coyote lives 
everywhere in this being." 

2. Choose your favorite poem from the Shrub-Steppe Community and explain 
what it is you like about it and how it is working. As you do so, identify one 
passage of showing (language that speaks to the senses), at least two strong 
verbs (not “moved” but “strolled,” “sauntered,” “scrambled,” “flew”), and 
one passage that seems especially surprising to you. Please quote passages 
from the poem to support your responses. Other terms you might employ 
include word music (alliteration, assonance, rhyme), onomatopoeia, imagery, 
line break, metaphor, simile, paradox. 

3. Identify any questions this Community elicits in you.  

NOTE: any community can be used for this exercise, but the examples below are drawn 
from the  

Example Student Response by Aislyn Ross 

1. The first passage that struck me was on page 238, where the text goes into detail 
about the mating dance of the Greater Sage-Grouse. The passage brings me into 
this is magical part of our natural world, and it made me really appreciate the beauty 
of this being. They perform something so unique and so separate from anything 
human, something completely their own. 

On page 244, the text reads, "After they emerge from their pupal state, they don't 
need leaves or anything else to eat. In their adult form, winging over the Shrub-
steppe, they do not even have mouthparts. With an average life span of about two 
weeks, they are able to live off food stored in their bodies from when they were 
wriggling caterpillars." To me, this is a testament to how diverse life on Earth really 
is. I can't even fathom the existence of a creature that naturally can't eat, and simply 
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dies when it runs out of nutrients. It makes me wonder how evolution brought about 
this moth. 

Another passage that stood out to me reads "When temperatures plunge below 
zero, Spotted Frog survives only because the high amount of sugar in their blood 
acts as a natural antifreeze. Amazingly, even if their breathing and heart stop, they 
will rejuvenate when the temperatures warm (pg 246-247)." Life finds a way-- a 
cliche, I know, but it is quite fitting here. How does a creature live in temperatures it 
isn't supposed to operate in? It doesn't-- instead, this frog just powers back on when 
the temperature is nice again. Biology is crazy! 

2. There were so many wonderful little poems in this section, but one of my favorites 
has to be "Moth" by Ever Jones. This poem felt magical and emotional. But most of 
all, it felt human--ironic considering it is a poem titled "Moth" featured in an Ecology 
book. It was less about a moth itself, and more of an exploration of something much 
larger: life. This poem reminded me that we really don't know anything about our 
existences on Earth. It also reminded me of the importance of simple just taking in 
the natural world. One thing I feel like this poem does well is drawing the reader in 
and taking them into this world that the poet created. The poet utilizes very strong 
verbs, such as "chafing", "weaving", and "collides". The poem also contains beautiful 
imagery- "The moth collides endlessly with the moon." My favorite passage is from 
the very end of the poem, where it reads "When the earth is no longer ours, the 
letters / will slide open easily as a palm cupping water / or a moth revolving around a 
porch light pouring / fine dust into a thirsty mouth that calls everything loss." I don't 
know what this means, but it is breathtaking, and ends off the poem perfectly. It is 
also a good example of showing--now I can't say WHAT is being shown, but for 
certain it is not being told directly to my face. 

3. What are the abiotic elements of the Shrub-Steppe that lead to such life 
developing there? What are some of the beings that inhabited the Shrub-Steppe 
have gone extinct, and why? 

Example Student Response by J Lopez Ramierez 

1. The first passage that grabbed my attention was “[Coyotes] now inhabit most 
communities of Cascadia. Highly adaptable, they have thrived in areas 
significantly altered by Human development. Still, you may not see them. Coyote 
has a a natural wariness of Humans and is genius at living invisibly right under 
our noses” (236). This interesting passage reminded me of how we might always 
forget about coyotes because of the similarity between them and wolves, and 
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wolves being always in the spotlight. The being story in general really made me 
realized about the importance of coyotes, their great abilities, and how intelligent 
they are.  
 

2. The second passage that I liked was the following, "In spring, [Greater Sage-
Grouse] gather to strut, dance, and breed in leks, or dancing grounds, on 
clearings like grassy swales or ridgetops. Some say disco will never die, and this 
being seems to agree” (238). I love how the Greater Sage-Grouse are described, 
and because of my love for dancing now I want to see a Greater Sage- Grouse 
performance in-person.  
 

3. The third passage that surprised me was “When temperatures plunge below 
zero, Spotted frog survives only because the high amount of sugar in their blood 
acts as a natural antifreeze. Amazingly, even if their breathing and heart stop, 
they will rejuvenate when the temperatures warm”(246). This fact about Spotted 
frogs seems that was taken from a movie or something. Wow! Spotted frogs 
have the possibility to return to live? that sounds like a superpower. A movie like 
spider-man about Spotted frogs came to my mind after reading that being story.  

Poem Comment 

A poem that really got me thinking is "Cryptobiotic Sonnet". It is very enjoyable and 
surprising to read because it got me off-guard and make me feel clueless about what 
to expect. A very surprising passage from this poem is one of the first sentences; 
where the author talks about the taste of her husband's ashes and "swallowing them 
didn't bring him back" in this second sentence, the author uses surprising imagery, 
she made me want to read more and really understand why she did that, and while I 
analyzing the poem, I realized--or my interpretation of the poem is-- that this poem is 
nostalgic, melancholic, and wondrous toward the past while also making a 
connection with the Cryptobiotic soil. 

We are told in the being story that the Cryptobiotic soil is ancient and fragile, and in 
a way this poem gives us that. There is a person very fragile for the loss of her 
beloved one, and for what I understand with "He and I were pregnant then, but I bled 
the unknowable into soil", she uses a strong verb here 'bled', which makes me think 
she also lost a baby. After that sentence, the author makes a line break, and also 
makes a turn to two different sentences "There were no music." followed by "I often 
walk the desert looking for proof of my ancestors." 
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Personally, I do not understand 
the meaning behind "There 
were no music" maybe the 
author is using allusion here 
and I do not recognize it, but 
also I think she tells us this 
because when sadness is 
around people, they tend to be 
overthink and not hear outside 
sound.  

A extremely surprising and 
beautiful passage from this 
poem is "An ancient skin which 
binds together the dead in 
layers to hold new lives." This 
passage made me wonder 
what the author was referring 
for a long time, the author also 
uses a strong verb here 'binds', 
and after a few hours I landed 
in the theory that she is 
obviously referring as the soil 
being an ancient skin, which I 
do not know if this example 
could be considered 
personification; nonetheless, 
because of the author talking 

about dead in the beginning, and considering these facts: most people that pass 
away are buried into the soil in real life, and dead bodies can give nutrients to soil, I 
believe she is talking about new plants, trees, or bushes that can grow because of 
new nutrients. The author tells us that rot is a beautiful thing which is a very 
interesting contrast because most people might find rotting as something disgusting, 
but this next passage "before the scar I made heals by the beautiful work of rot" 
feeds my theory that the author is talking about the bodies giving nutrients to soil; 
however, my thinking can be also be wrong, though, because the author starts with 
the spreading of someone's ashes in the river, that means that his body will not give 
nutrients to soil, and then the author talks about what I just mentioned, which is kind 
of ironic or may be considered a paradox.  
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Ԑջڐ ƙʔɤڐʅʧͣͅ͵̻ڐǸͣͣǸʊɤڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐʊͅǸȿȿɤɒڐ˰ηڐ
Ǹ͵͵ɤ˷͵ʧ̇˷ڐΩǸͣڐխԾİη̇͵ɤͣՀڐ˷̇Ωڐʧ˷ʔǸȿʧ͵ڐ
ڐIǸͣɆǸɒʧǸջڐʅ̇ڐɆ̇˰˰΄˷ʧ͵ʧɤͣڐ͵ͣ̇˰
¡ʧʊʔ˓ηڐǸɒǸ̻͵Ǹȿ˓ɤպڐ͵ʔɤηڐʔǸΥɤڐ͵ʔͅʧΥɤɒڐ
ʧ˷ڐǸͅɤǸͣͣڐʧʊ˷ʧʅʧɆǸ˷͵˓ηڐǸ˓͵ɤͅɤɒڐȿηڐ
¡΄˰Ǹ˷ڐɒɤΥɤ˓̻̇˰ɤ˷͵ջڐƋ͵ʧ˓˓պڐη̇΄ڐ˰Ǹηڐ
ڐ˓Ǹ͵΄ͅǸ˷ڐǸڐǸڐʔǸͣڐİη̇͵ɤڐʔɤ˰ջ͵ڐɤɤͣڐ͵̇˷
ΩǸͅʧ˷ɤͣͣ̇ڐʅڐ¡΄˰Ǹ˷ͣڐǸ˷ɒڐʧͣڐʊɤ˷ʧ΄ͣڐǸ͵ڐ
˓ʧΥʧ˷ʊڐʧ˷Υʧͣʧȿ˓ῃڐʧʊʔ͵ڐ΄˷ɒɤͅڐͅ΄̇ڐ˷̇ͣɤͣծڐ
ԼԑԓԗԽջڐƙʔʧͣڐʧ˷͵ɤͅɤͣ͵ʧ˷ʊ̻ڐǸͣͣǸʊɤڐ
ͅɤ˰ʧ˷ɒɤɒڐ˰ɤ̇ڐʅڐʔ̇ΩڐΩɤڐ˰ʧʊʔ͵ڐ
Ǹ˓ΩǸηͣڐʅ̇ͅʊɤ͵ڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐɆ̇η̇͵ɤͣڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤڐ
̇ʅڐ͵ʔɤͣڐʧ˰ʧ˓Ǹͅʧ͵ηڐȿɤ͵Ωɤɤ˷ڐ͵ʔɤ˰ڐǸ˷ɒڐ
Ω̇˓ΥɤͣպڐǸ˷ɒڐΩ̇˓Υɤͣڐȿɤʧ˷ʊڐǸ˓ΩǸηͣڐʧ˷ڐ
͵ʔɤ̻̇ͣڐ͵˓ʧʊʔ͵ջڐƙʔɤڐȿɤʧ˷ʊͣڐ͵̇ͅηڐʧ˷ڐ
ʊɤ˷ɤͅǸ˓ͅڐɤǸ˓˓ηڐ˰Ǹɒɤڐ˰ɤͅڐɤǸ˓ʧώɤɒڐ
Ǹȿ̇΄͵ڐ͵ʔɤڐʧ˰̻̇ͅ͵Ǹ˷Ɇɤ̇ڐʅڐɆ̇η̇͵ɤͣպڐ
͵ʔɤʧͅڐʊͅɤǸ͵ڐǸȿʧ˓ʧ͵ʧɤͣպڐǸ˷ɒڐʔ̇Ωڐ
ʧ˷͵ɤ˓˓ʧʊɤ˷͵ڐ͵ʔɤηڐǸͅɤջڐڐ

ԑջڐ ƙʔɤͣڐɤɆ̇˷ɒ̻ڐǸͣͣǸʊɤڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐÅڐ˓ʧˋɤɒڐΩǸͣڐ
͵ʔɤڐʅ̇˓˓̇Ωʧ˷ʊպڐլÅ˷̻ͣͅڐʧ˷ʊպڐԾ�ͅɤǸ͵ɤͅڐ
ƋǸʊɤՒ�̇ͅ΄ͣɤՀڐʊǸ͵ʔɤͣͅڐ̇͵ڐ͵ͅ΄͵պڐɒǸ˷Ɇɤպڐ
Ǹ˷ɒڐȿͅɤɤɒڐʧ˷ڐ˓ɤˋͣպڐ̇ͅڐɒǸ˷Ɇʧ˷ʊڐ
ʊ̇ͅ΄˷ɒͣպڐ˷̇ڐɆ˓ɤǸͅʧ˷ʊͣڐ˓ʧˋɤڐʊͅǸͣͣηڐ
ͣΩǸ˓ɤͣͅڐ̇ͅڐʧɒʊɤ͵̻̇ͣջڐƋ̇˰ɤͣڐǸηڐɒʧͣɆ̇ڐ
Ωʧ˓˓ڐ˷ɤΥɤͅڐɒʧɤպڐǸ˷ɒڐ͵ʔʧͣڐȿɤʧ˷ʊͣڐɤɤ˰ͣڐ
ڐʔɤ͵ڐʔ̇ΩڐΥɤ̇˓ڐÅڐԼԑԓԙԽջڐǸʊͅɤɤծڐ̇͵
�ͅɤǸ͵ɤͅڐƋǸʊɤՒ�̇ͅ΄ͣɤڐǸͅɤڐɒɤͣɆͅʧȿɤɒպڐ
Ǹ˷ɒڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤ̇ڐʅڐ˰ηڐ˓̇Υɤڐʅ̇ͅڐɒǸ˷Ɇʧ˷ʊڐڐ
˷̇ΩڐÅڐΩǸ˷͵ͣڐ̇͵ڐɤɤڐǸͅ�ڐɤǸ͵ɤͅڐƋǸʊɤՒ
�̇ͅ΄ͣɤ̻ڐɤͅʅ̇ͅ˰Ǹ˷Ɇɤڐʧ˷Ւ̻ɤͣ̇ͅ˷ջڐ

ԓջڐ ƙʔɤڐ͵ʔʧͅɒ̻ڐǸͣͣǸʊɤڐ͵ʔǸ͵ͣڐ΄̻ͅͅʧͣɤɒڐ˰ɤڐ
ΩǸͣڐխǈʔɤ˷ڐ͵ɤ˰̻ɤͅǸ͵΄ͅɤ̻ͣڐ˓΄˷ʊɤڐ
ȿɤ˓̇Ωڐώɤ̇ͅպڐƋ̻̇͵͵ɤɒڐʅ̇ͅʊͣڐ΄ͅΥʧΥɤͣڐ
̇˷˓ηڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤڐ͵ʔɤڐʔʧʊʔڐǸ˰̇΄˷͵̇ڐʅڐ
ͣ΄ʊǸͅڐʧ˷ڐ͵ʔɤʧͅڐȿ˓̇̇ɒڐǸɆ͵ͣڐǸͣڐǸڐ˷Ǹ͵΄ͅǸ˓ڐ
Ǹ˷͵ʧʅͅɤɤώɤջڐ�˰Ǹώʧ˷ʊ˓ηպڐɤΥɤ˷ڐʧʅڐ͵ʔɤʧͅڐ
ȿͅɤǸ͵ʔʧ˷ʊڐǸ˷ɒڐʔɤǸͅ͵ͣڐ͵̻̇պڐ͵ʔɤηڐΩʧ˓˓ڐ
ͅɤ˃΄Υɤ˷Ǹ͵ɤڐΩʔɤ˷ڐ͵ʔɤڐ͵ɤ˰̻ɤͅǸ͵΄ͅɤͣڐ
ΩǸͅ˰ծԼԑԔԗԽջڐƙʔʧͣڐʅǸɆ͵ڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐƋ̻̇͵͵ɤɒڐ
ʅ̇ͅʊͣͣڐɤɤ˰ͣڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐΩǸͣڐ͵Ǹˋɤ˷ڐʅ̇ͅ˰ڐǸڐ
˰̇Υʧɤ̇ͣڐ̇ͅڐ˰ɤ͵ʔʧ˷ʊջڐǈ̇ΩԲڐƋ̻̇͵͵ɤɒڐ
ʅ̇ͅʊͣڐʔǸΥɤڐ͵ʔɤ̻ͣͣ̇ڐʧȿʧ˓ʧ͵ῃڐ̇͵ڐɤ͵΄ͅ˷ڐ̇͵ڐ
˓ʧΥɤԶڐ͵ʔǸ͵̇ͣڐ΄˷ɒͣڐ˓ʧˋɤڐǸͣڐ΄̻ɤ̻̇ͅΩɤ ջͅڐ
ڐ͵΄Ǹȿ̇ڐ˷ʧɒɤͅՒ˰Ǹ̻ͣڐʧˋɤ˓ڐΥʧɤ̇˰ڐ�
Ƌ̻̇͵͵ɤɒڐʅ̇ͅʊͣڐɆǸ˰ɤڐ̇͵ڐ˰ηڐ˰ʧ˷ɒڐǸʅ͵ɤͅڐ
ͅɤǸɒʧ˷ʊڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐȿɤʧ˷ʊͣڐ͵̇ͅηջڐ
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ƙʔɤڐǸͣʔɤͣ̇ڐʅڐ˰ηڐȿɤ˓̇Υɤɒڐ͵Ǹͣ͵ɤɒڐ˓ʧˋɤڐ˷̇͵ʔʧ˷ʊڐ
Ǹ˷ɒͣڐΩǸ˓˓̇Ωʧ˷ʊڐ͵ʔɤ˰ڐɒʧɒ˷թ͵ڐȿͅʧ˷ʊڐʔʧ˰ڐȿǸɆˋջڐ
ƙʔɤηͣڐ͵ʧ˓˓ڐʅɤɤ˓ڐΩǸͅ˰պڐ˰ηڐ˰̇͵ʔɤͣͅڐǸʧɒպڐǸͣڐΩɤڐʅɤɒڐʔʧ˰ڐ̇͵ڐ͵ʔɤͅڐʧΥɤ ջͅڐ
¡ɤڐǸ˷ɒڐÅڐΩɤͅɤ̻ͅڐɤʊ˷Ǹ˷͵ڐ͵ʔɤ˷պڐȿ΄͵ڐÅڐȿ˓ɤɒڐ͵ʔɤڐ΄˷ˋ˷̇ΩǸȿ˓ɤڐʧ˷͵̇̇ͣڐʧ˓ջڐ
ƙʔɤͅɤڐΩɤͅɤ̇ͣڐ̇˷ڐ˷ʊͣջڐÅ̇ڐʅ͵ɤ˷ڐΩǸ˓ˋڐ͵ʔɤڐɒɤͣɤͅ͵ڐ˓̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڐ
ʅ̻̇̇̇ͅͅڐʅ̇ڐʅڐ˰ηڐǸ˷Ɇɤͣ͵̇ͣͅջڐÅ̇ڐ˷Ɇɤڐʅ̇΄˷ɒڐǸڐI˓̇Υʧ̻ͣ̇ڐʧ˷͵ڐ
΄˷ȿ̇ͅˋɤ˷ڐȿηڐηɤǸͣͅպڐɆǸ͵͵˓ɤڐʔ̇̇Υɤͣպڐ̇ͅڐʅ˓̇̇ɒͣպڐǸ˷ڐʧɆʧɆ˓ɤڐ
Ωʧ͵ʔڐǸ˷ڐǸ˰ȿɤͅڐʔɤǸͅ͵ڐǸ˷ɒڐ͵ʧ̻ڐɒʧ̻̻ɤɒڐʧ˷ڐȿ˓̇̇ɒջڐ
Åڐʅɤ˓͵̇ڐ˷˓ηڐʧ͵̻ͣͅڐʧ˰ɤΥǸ˓ڐɤɒʊɤڐΩʔɤ˷ڐÅ̻ͅڐɤͣͣɤɒڐʧ͵ڐ̇͵ڐ˰ηڐ͵̇˷ʊ΄ɤջڐ
Åڐȿ΄ͅʧɤɒڐ͵ʔɤڐǸͅ͵ʧʅʧɆɤڐʧ˷̇ͣڐʧ˓ڐΩʔ̇ͣɤڐ˷Ǹ˰ɤڐ˰ɤǸ˷ͣڐʔʧɒɒɤ˷ڐ˓ʧʅɤջڐ
ڐɒɤǸɒڐʔɤ͵ڐʊɤ͵ʔɤ̇ͅ͵ڐȿʧ˷ɒͣڐΩʔʧɆʔڐ˷ʧˋͣڐ͵˷Ǹ˷Ɇʧɤڐ˷�
ʧ˷ڐ˓Ǹηɤͣͅڐ̇͵ڐʔ̇˓ɒڐ˷ɤΩڐ˓ʧΥɤͣջڐÅթ˓˓ڐȿɤڐɒɤǸɒڐ
ȿɤʅ̇ͅɤڐ͵ʔɤͣڐɆǸͅڐÅڐ˰ǸɒɤڐʔɤǸ˓ͣڐȿηڐ͵ʔɤڐȿɤǸ΄͵ʧʅ΄˓ڐῼ̇ˋ̇ڐʅ̇ͅڐ͵պڐ
ΩʔʧɆʔڐÅڐɆǸͅͅηڐ˷̇Ωڐȿɤ˷ɤǸ͵ʔڐ˰ηڐʅʧ˷ʊɤͅ˷Ǹʧ˓ͣڐ˓ʧˋɤڐ͵ɤ˷ڐȿ˓ǸɆˋڐǸ˷ɒڐΩǸ˷ʧ˷ʊڐ˰̇̇˷ͣջ
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ڐ̇͵ڐʧͣʧ˷ʊ̻ͅͅ΄ͣڐǸ˷ɒڐɤ˷˃̇ηǸȿ˓ɤڐΥɤͅηڐʧͣڐ͵ÅڐƋ̇˷˷ɤ͵լջڐլIͅη̻͵̇ȿʧ̇͵ʧɆڐʧͣڐʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊ͵ڐɤ˰ڐ͵ʊ̇ڐɤǸ˓˓ῃڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐ˰ɤ̻̇ڐ�
ͅɤǸɒڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤڐʧ͵ڐʊ̇͵ڐ˰ɤ̇ڐʅʅՒʊ΄ǸͅɒڐǸ˷ɒڐ˰Ǹˋɤڐ˰ɤڐʅɤɤ˓ڐɆ˓΄ɤ˓ɤͣͣڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐΩʔǸ͵ڐ̇͵ڐɤβ̻ɤɆ͵ջڐ�ڐΥɤͅηڐ
ͣ΄̻ͅͅʧͣʧ˷ʊ̻ڐǸͣͣǸʊɤڐʅ̇ͅ˰ڐ͵ʔʧ̻ͣ̇ڐɤ˰ڐʧͣ̇ڐ˷ɤ̇ڐʅڐ͵ʔɤڐʅʧͣͅ͵ͣڐɤ˷͵ɤ˷ɆɤͣցڐΩʔɤͅɤڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ͵Ǹ˓ˋͣڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐ͵ʔɤڐ
͵Ǹͣ͵ɤ̇ڐʅڐʔɤͅڐʔ΄ͣȿǸ˷ɒիͣڐǸͣʔɤͣڐǸ˷ɒڐլͣΩǸ˓˓̇Ωʧ˷ʊڐ͵ʔɤ˰ڐɒʧɒ˷ի͵ڐȿͅʧ˷ʊڐʔʧ˰ڐȿǸɆˋլڐʧ˷ڐ͵ʔʧͣͣڐɤɆ̇˷ɒڐ
ͣɤ˷͵ɤ˷Ɇɤպڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ΄ͣɤͣͣڐ΄̻ͅͅʧͣʧ˷ʊڐʧ˰Ǹʊɤͅηպͣڐʔɤڐ˰Ǹɒɤڐ˰ɤڐΩǸ˷͵ͅڐ̇͵ڐɤǸɒڐ˰̇ͅɤڐǸ˷ɒͅڐɤǸ˓˓ηڐ
΄˷ɒɤͣͅ͵Ǹ˷ɒڐΩʔηͣڐʔɤڐɒʧɒڐ͵ʔǸ͵պڐǸ˷ɒڐΩʔʧ˓ɤڐÅڐǸ˷Ǹ˓ηώʧ˷ʊڐ͵ʔɤ̻̇ڐɤ˰պڐÅͅڐɤǸ˓ʧώɤɒՒՒ̇ͅڐ˰ηڐʧ˷͵ɤ̻ͅͅɤ͵Ǹ͵ʧ̇˷̇ڐʅڐ
͵ʔɤ̻̇ڐɤ˰ڐʧͣՒՒڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐ͵ʔʧ̻ͣ̇ڐɤ˰ڐʧͣڐ˷̇ͣ͵Ǹ˓ʊʧɆպڐ˰ɤ˓Ǹ˷Ɇʔ̇˓ʧɆպڐǸ˷ɒڐΩ̇˷ɒ̇ͅ΄ͣڐ͵̇ΩǸͅɒڐ͵ʔɤ̻ڐǸͣ͵ڐΩʔʧ˓ɤڐǸ˓ͣ̇ڐ
˰Ǹˋʧ˷ʊڐǸڐɆ̇˷˷ɤɆ͵ʧ̇˷ڐΩʧ͵ʔڐ͵ʔɤڐIͅη̻͵̇ȿʧ̇͵ʧɆ̇ͣڐʧ˓ջڐǈɤڐǸͅɤڐ͵̇˓ɒڐʧ˷ڐ͵ʔɤڐȿɤʧ˷ʊͣڐ͵̇ͅηڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐ͵ʔɤڐ
Iͅη̻͵̇ȿʧ̇͵ʧɆ̇ͣڐʧ˓ڐʧͣڐǸ˷Ɇʧɤ˷͵ڐǸ˷ɒڐʅͅǸʊʧ˓ɤպڐǸ˷ɒڐʧ˷ڐǸڐΩǸηڐ͵ʔʧ̻ͣ̇ڐɤ˰ڐʊʧΥɤͣڐͣ΄ڐ͵ʔǸ͵ջڐƙʔɤͅɤڐʧͣڐǸ̻ڐɤͣ̇ͅ˷ڐ
ΥɤͅηڐʅͅǸʊʧ˓ɤڐʅ̇ͅڐ͵ʔɤ̇ڐ͵ͣ̇˓ڐʅڐʔɤͅڐȿɤ˓̇Υɤɒ̇ڐ˷ɤպڐǸ˷ɒڐʅ̇ͅڐΩʔǸ͵ڐÅڐ΄˷ɒɤͣͅ͵Ǹ˷ɒڐΩʧ͵ʔڐլ¡ɤڐǸ˷ɒڐÅڐΩɤͅɤڐ
̻ͅɤʊ˷Ǹ˷͵ڐ͵ʔɤ˷պڐȿ΄͵ڐÅڐȿ˓ɤɒڐ͵ʔɤڐ΄˷ˋ˷̇ΩǸȿ˓ɤڐʧ˷͵̇̇ͣڐʧ˓լպͣڐʔɤڐ΄ͣɤͣڐǸͣڐ͵̇ͅ˷ʊڐΥɤͅȿڐʔɤͅɤڐիȿ˓ɤɒիպڐΩʔʧɆʔڐ
˰Ǹˋɤͣڐ˰ɤڐ͵ʔʧ˷ˋͣڐʔɤڐǸ˓ͣ̇ڐ͵ͣ̇˓ڐǸڐȿǸȿηջڐ�ʅ͵ɤͅڐ͵ʔǸ͵ͣڐɤ˷͵ɤ˷Ɇɤպڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ˰ǸˋɤͣڐǸڐ˓ʧ˷ɤڐȿͅɤǸˋպڐǸ˷ɒڐǸ˓ͣ̇ڐ
˰ǸˋɤͣڐǸڐ̇͵ڐ˷ͅ΄͵ڐ͵Ω̇ڐɒʧʅʅɤͅɤ˷͵ͣڐɤ˷͵ɤ˷ɆɤͣڐլƙʔɤͅɤڐΩɤͅɤڐ̇˷ڐ˰΄ͣʧɆջլڐʅ̇˓˓̇ΩɤɒڐȿηڐլÅ̇ڐʅ͵ɤ˷ڐΩǸ˓ˋڐ͵ʔɤڐ
ɒɤͣɤͅ͵ڐ˓̇̇ˋʧ˷ʊڐʅ̻̇̇̇ͅͅڐʅ̇ڐʅڐ˰ηڐǸ˷Ɇɤͣ͵̇ͣͅջլڐڐŶɤͣ̇ͅ˷Ǹ˓˓ηպڐÅڐɒ̇ڐ͵̇˷ڐ΄˷ɒɤͣͅ͵Ǹ˷ɒڐ͵ʔɤڐ˰ɤǸ˷ʧ˷ʊڐȿɤʔʧ˷ɒڐ
լƙʔɤͅɤڐΩɤͅɤڐ̇˷ڐ˰΄ͣʧɆլڐ˰Ǹηȿɤڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐʧͣڐ΄ͣʧ˷ʊڐǸ˓˓΄ͣʧ̇˷ڐʔɤͅɤڐǸ˷ɒڐÅڐɒ̇ͅڐ͵̇˷ڐɤɆ̇ʊ˷ʧώɤڐʧ͵պڐȿ΄͵ڐǸ˓ͣ̇ڐ
Åڐ͵ʔʧ˷ˋͣڐʔɤڐ͵ɤ˓˓ͣڐͣ΄ڐ͵ʔʧͣڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤڐΩʔɤ˷ͣڐǸɒ˷ɤͣͣڐʧͣڐǸ̇ͅ΄˷ɒ̻ڐɤ̻̇˓ɤպڐ͵ʔɤηڐ͵ɤ˷ɒڐ̇͵ڐȿɤ̇ڐΥɤͅ͵ʔʧ˷ˋڐǸ˷ɒڐ
ڐɒջ˷΄̇ͣڐʧɒɤͣ͵΄̇ڐʔɤǸͅڐ͵̇˷

ڐȿʧ˷ɒͣڐΩʔʧɆʔڐ˷ʧˋͣڐ͵˷Ǹ˷Ɇʧɤڐ˷�լڐʧͣڐ˰ɤ̻̇ڐʔʧͣ͵ڐ˰ʅ̇ͅڐǸͣͣǸʊɤ̻ڐ˓΄ȿɤǸ΄͵ʧʅڐǸ˷ɒڐʧͣʧ˷ʊ̻ͅͅ΄ͣڐɤβ͵ͅɤ˰ɤ˓ηڐ�
͵̇ʊɤ͵ʔɤͅڐ͵ʔɤڐɒɤǸɒڐʧ˷ڐ˓Ǹηɤͣͅڐ̇͵ڐʔ̇˓ɒڐ˷ɤΩڐ˓ʧΥɤͣջլڐƙʔʧ̻ͣڐǸͣͣǸʊɤڐ˰Ǹɒɤڐ˰ɤڐΩ̇˷ɒɤͅڐΩʔǸ͵ڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ
ΩǸͣͅڐɤʅɤͅͅʧ˷ʊڐʅ̇ͅڐǸڐ˓̇˷ʊڐ͵ʧ˰ɤպڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐǸ˓ͣ̇ڐ΄ͣɤͣڐǸͣڐ͵̇ͅ˷ʊڐΥɤͅȿڐʔɤͅɤڐիȿʧ˷ɒͣիպڐڐǸ˷ɒڐǸʅ͵ɤͅڐǸڐʅɤΩڐ
ʔ̇΄ͣͅڐÅڐ˓Ǹ˷ɒɤɒڐʧ˷ڐ͵ʔɤڐ͵ʔɤ̇ͅηڐ͵ʔǸ͵ͣڐʔɤڐʧͣ̇ڐȿΥʧ̇΄ͣ˓ῃڐɤʅɤͅͅʧ˷ʊڐǸͣڐ͵ʔɤ̇ͣڐʧ˓ڐȿɤʧ˷ʊڐǸ˷ڐǸ˷Ɇʧɤ˷͵ͣڐˋʧ˷պڐ
ΩʔʧɆʔڐÅڐɒ̇ڐ͵̇˷ڐˋ˷̇Ωڐʧʅڐ͵ʔʧͣڐɤβǸ˰̻˓ɤڐɆ̇΄˓ɒڐȿɤڐɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅɤɒ̻ڐɤͣ̇ͅ˷ʧʅʧɆǸ͵ʧ̇˷ցڐ˷̇˷ɤ͵ʔɤ˓ɤͣͣպڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤڐ
̇ʅڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ͵Ǹ˓ˋʧ˷ʊڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐɒɤǸɒڐʧ˷ڐ͵ʔɤڐȿɤʊʧ˷˷ʧ˷ʊպڐǸ˷ɒڐɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅʧ˷ʊڐ͵ʔɤͣɤڐʅǸɆ͵ͣվ̻ڐ͵ͣ̇˰ڐɤ̻̇˓ɤڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐ
̻ǸͣͣڐǸΩǸηڐǸͅɤڐȿ΄ͅʧɤɒڐʧ˷͵̇ڐ͵ʔɤ̇ͣڐʧ˓ڐʧ˷ͅڐɤǸ˓ڐ˓ʧʅɤպڐǸ˷ɒڐɒɤǸɒڐȿ̇ɒʧɤͣڐɆǸ˷ڐʊʧΥɤڐ˷΄͵ͅʧɤ˷͵ͣ̇ͣڐ̇͵ڐʧ˓պڐÅڐȿɤ˓ʧɤΥɤڐ
ͣʔɤڐʧͣڐ͵Ǹ˓ˋʧ˷ʊڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐ˷ɤΩ̻ڐ˓Ǹ˷͵ͣպڐ͵ͅɤɤͣպڐ̇ͅڐȿ΄ͣʔɤͣڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐɆǸ˷ڐʊ̇ͅΩڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤ̇ڐʅڐ˷ɤΩڐ˷΄͵ͅʧɤ˷͵ͣջڐƙʔɤڐ
Ǹ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ͵ɤ˓˓ͣڐͣ΄ڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐ͵̇ͅڐʧͣڐǸڐȿɤǸ΄͵ʧʅ΄˓ڐ͵ʔʧ˷ʊڐΩʔʧɆʔڐʧͣڐǸڐΥɤͅηڐʧ˷͵ɤͅɤͣ͵ʧ˷ʊڐɆ̇˷͵ͅǸͣ͵ڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤڐ͵ͣ̇˰ڐ
̻ɤ̻̇˓ɤڐ˰ʧʊʔ͵ڐʅʧ˷ɒ̇ͅڐ͵͵ʧ˷ʊڐǸͣ̇ͣڐ˰ɤ͵ʔʧ˷ʊڐɒʧͣʊ΄ͣ͵ʧ˷ʊպڐȿ΄͵ڐ͵ʔʧͣڐ˷ɤβ͵̻ڐڐǸͣͣǸʊɤڐլȿɤʅ̇ͅɤڐ͵ʔɤͣڐɆǸͅڐÅڐ˰Ǹɒɤڐ
ʔɤǸ˓ͣڐȿηڐ͵ʔɤڐȿɤǸ΄͵ʧʅ΄˓ڐῼ̇ˋ̇ڐʅ̇ͅڐ͵լڐʅɤɤɒͣڐ˰ηڐ͵ʔɤ̇ͅηڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐʧͣڐ͵Ǹ˓ˋʧ˷ʊڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐ͵ʔɤڐȿ̇ɒʧɤͣڐ
ʊʧΥʧ˷ʊڐ˷΄͵ͅʧɤ˷͵ͣ̇ͣڐ̇͵ڐʧ˓ցڐʔ̇ΩɤΥɤ պͅڐ˰ηڐ͵ʔʧ˷ˋʧ˷ʊڐɆǸ˷ڐȿɤڐǸ˓ͣ̇ڐȿɤڐῼ̇˷ʊպڐ͵ʔ̇΄ʊʔպڐȿɤɆǸ΄ͣɤڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ
ͣ͵Ǹͅ͵ͣڐΩʧ͵ʔڐ͵ʔɤ̻ͣͅڐɤǸɒʧ˷ʊ̇ڐʅ̇ͣڐ˰ɤ̇˷ɤիͣڐǸͣʔɤͣڐʧ˷ڐ͵ʔɤͅڐʧΥɤ պͅڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐ˰ɤǸ˷ͣڐ͵ʔǸ͵ڐʔʧͣڐȿ̇ɒηڐΩʧ˓˓ڐ͵̇˷ڐʊʧΥɤڐ
˷΄͵ͅʧɤ˷͵ͣ̇ͣڐ̇͵ڐʧ˓պڐǸ˷ɒڐ͵ʔɤ˷ڐ͵ʔɤڐǸ΄͵ʔ̇ͅڐ͵Ǹ˓ˋͣڐǸȿ̇΄͵ڐΩʔǸ͵ڐÅڐ͵ͣ΄˃ڐ˰ɤ˷͵ʧ̇˷ɤɒպڐΩʔʧɆʔڐʧͣڐˋʧ˷ɒ̇ڐʅڐʧ̇ͅ˷ʧɆڐ̇ͅڐ
˰ǸηڐȿɤڐɆ̇˷ͣʧɒɤͅɤɒڐǸ̻ڐǸͅǸɒ̇βջڐ
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The last sentence, which is a simile is just very pleasing and shows us that she has 
been through the Cryptobiotic soil, "which I carry beneath my fingernails like ten 
black and waning moons" because when our fingernails are dirty, they do look like 
10 waning moons, and this passage showed me that dirty fingernails can be 
magical.  

 

 
Lesson plan by Derek Sheffield, tried and tested in his Wenachee Valley College 
classroom. 
 


